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Dead Boys "Live! at CBGB 1977" (MVD)
By Abel Folgar
Monday. Jun 13, 1:58 AM
Throw away your bootleg tapes: this disc is all you need. 

It’s amazing how you can just put Dead Boys on and immediately be transported to an era that was 
pure American rock and roll excessive debauch! Stiv Bators might’ve only been emulating Iggy Pop to a 
degree, but he held his racket down so well, generations of punk rockers have wanted so badly to be 
him. And the motley crew of Ohioans he surrounded himself with were equally degenerate creative 
geniuses. Cheetah Chrome, Jeff Magnum, Jimmy Zero, and Johnny Blitz each held their stations with 
dedication and panache; never were Dead Boys suspect of selling out or catering to label pressures.

While they did not last as long as some of their peers (Ramones, Blondie, Talking Heads, etc.), their 
limited output has been covered by Pearl Jam, Guns N’ Roses, The Hellacopters, and Jeff Dahl. Shit, 
even Beastie Boys have sampled them!

This DVD is an incredible find for first timers and fans alike. It was shot by Rod Swenson (who also shot 
the Ramones and Patti Smith and was largely responsible for Wendy O. Williams and The Plasmatics) 
at CBGB utilizing three cameras and color film. The footage, largely forgotten by its crew and certainly 
unknown by many people, surfaced at the urging of CBGB owner Hilly Krystal and MVD’s Ed Seaman. 
Restored and cleaned up, the video covers a raucous Dead Boys gig at CBGB, complete with Stiv 
ripping chewing gum off the floor with his teeth and a minute power outage.

The crowd and the band go crazy! And you’ll go crazy with how good these images are... how clean and 
crisp it looks. Very little aliasing occurs and some colors are a little off every-now-and-then, but overall 
the DVD looks and sounds incredible. Swenson, who is obviously a fan of the band, shot it with a lot of 

care. The disc is presented in 5.1 surround sound and the extras, though few, are great. An interview from 1977 with visibly intoxicated band 
members, a clip of the Steel Tips, and a contemporary interview with Cheetah Chrome in which he waxes about the band and the current state of 
American music. Throw out your bootleg tapes: this disc is all you’ll need.
www.musicvideodistributors.com
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Your constructive criticism:

 

 Past Constructive Criticism

 

 

British Sea Power "Open Season" (Rough Trade)
Contradiction sounds great!
Yo La Tengo "Prisoners of Love" (Matador)
The best and the rarest from indie dependables.
Foetus "Love" (Birdman)
Ambient music for munging.
Dead Boys "Live! at CBGB 1977" (MVD)
Throw away your bootleg tapes: this disc is all you need.
The Evens (Dischord)
Two of indie rock's brightest, one unified artistic statement.

 

Corrosion Of Conformity "In the Arms of God" (Sanctuary)
An interview with guitarist/vocalist Pepper Keenan.
Caribou / Junior Boys
live at The Middle East Downstairs (Cambridge, MA) May 3rd, 2005.
Update to the world!
John Chavez of Vehemence checks in with an update on the band.
Kreator / Vader
live at House of Blues (Hollywood, CA) April 23rd, 2005.
Burning Brides
live at Abbey Pub (Chicago, IL) April 19th, 2005.
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